An object-oriented forest landscape model and its representation of tree species
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Abstract

LANDIS is a forest landscape model that simulates the interaction of large landscape processes and forest successional dynamics at tree species level. We discuss how object-oriented design (OOD) approaches such as modularity, abstraction and encapsulation are integrated into the design of LANDIS. We show that using OOD approaches, model decisions (often as model assumptions) can be made at three levels parallel to our understanding of ecological processes. These decisions can be updated with relative efficiency because OOD components are less interdependent than those designed with traditional approaches. To further examine object design, we examined how forest species objects, AGELIST (tree age-classes), SPECIE (single species) and SPECIES (species list), are designed, linked and functioned. We also discuss in detail the data structure of AGELIST and show that different data structures can significantly affect model performance and model application scopes. Following the discussion of forest species objects, we apply the model to a real forest landscape in northern Wisconsin. We demonstrate the model’s capability of tracking species age cohorts in a spatially explicit manner at each time step. The use of these models at large spatial and temporal scales reveals important information that is essential for the management of forested ecosystems. © 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Forest ecological research and management are increasingly being required to answer questions at larger, spatial and temporal scales (Mladenoff and Pastor, 1993; Turner et al., 1993; Pickett and Cadenasso, 1995). These questions must be addressed by simulation models that incorporate spatially explicit dynamics (Mladenoff and Baker, 1999). Landscape modelers face the problem that ecological processes such as seed dispersal, seedling establishment, succession, wind and fire disturbance, insect defoliation, forest diseases and harvesting operate at various spatial and temporal...
scales. Interactions among these processes are complex and not fully understood. This complexity has resulted in relatively simple landscape models focusing on a few ecological processes (Baker and Mladenoff, 1999). To design a landscape model that balances the integration of ecological processes across different spatial and temporal scales, the ability to simulate large areas over long time spans and current computational capability, is challenging.

No model can address issues at all scales. Explicit and inexplicit assumptions must be made during the design stage of model development. Decisions are typically made at three levels: (1) what ecological processes should be incorporated; (2) how do these processes interact; and (3) how are they represented. These decisions will affect the scope of the model application as well as the model reusability. To be reusable, model updating is necessary to incorporate increasing understanding of landscape processes. Often, updating a landscape model involves modifications of built-in model assumptions, which can be difficult and time consuming for models designed with traditional approaches (Rumbaugh et al., 1991).

Model development involves a lengthy and interactive process of specification, design, verification, coding, testing, refining, production and maintenance (Carrano, 1995). Approximately 60% of development cost lies in the maintenance (Varhol, 1992). Therefore, more effective programming approaches such as object-oriented programming (OOP) are important for optimal software reusability and interchangeability. Programming tools, however, do not guarantee model reusability, as model design plays a major role especially when simulating large complex systems. Coupled with OOP, object-oriented design (OOD) has emerged as a tool to help build models that are maintainable and upgradable. The essence of OOD includes modularity, abstraction and encapsulation (Rumbaugh et al., 1991; Yourdon and Arglar, 1996). These techniques can be coupled with model decision making process at these corresponding levels: (1) to specify what objects to be included (modularity); (2) to define how objects interact (abstraction); and (3) to decide how objects are represented (encapsulation). Models using the OOD approach contain individual modules that are less interdependent on each other, allowing model assumptions to be updated with greater flexibility than those designed with traditional modeling approaches.

Applications of OOD to the modeling of biological systems are increasing (Sequeira et al., 1997). Various applications are found in the design of crop or plant models (Sequeira et al., 1991; Acoc and Reddy, 1997; Acoc and Reynolds, 1997; Chen and Reynolds, 1997; Lemmon and Chuk, 1997; Luo et al., 1997), ecosystem modeling (Silvert, 1993; Reynolds and Acoc, 1997), population and forage/energetics dynamics (Moen et al., 1996; Congleton et al. 1997) and species migration (Maley and Caswell, 1993; Downing and Reed, 1996). Forest landscape modeling is a recent endeavor (e.g., Keane et al., 1996; Roberts, 1996; Gardner et al., 1999; Mladenoff and He, 1999; Urban et al., 1999) often assisted by the development of spatial information capture and processing using remote sensing techniques and geographic information system (GIS). The majority of existing landscape models focus on one landscape process, typically fire, assuming that this process overwrites fine-scale dynamics (e.g., Green, 1989; Baker et al., 1991; Turner et al., 1994; Wu and Levin, 1994; Gardner et al., 1996; Li et al., 1997). In these models, vegetation are generalized as fire susceptibility classes (Turner et al., 1994) or as homogeneous stands or patches with ages represented indirectly by the time since last disturbance (Baker et al., 1991; Gustafson and Crow, 1994; Gardner et al., 1996; Li et al., 1997). While disturbance-affected landscape patterns can be successfully investigated over time, the feedbacks and interactions within the disturbed ecosystems, such as seed dispersal that can accelerate ecosystem restoration after disturbances (He and Mladenoff, 1998), cannot be simulated. These feedbacks reveal important information when measuring the rates and magnitudes of landscape changes (He et al., 1998a). Vegetation data, with which landscape processes interact, is not incorporated and therefore interactions of multiple landscape processes are difficult to examine using these models.
We have developed LANDIS, a spatially explicit and stochastic landscape model (Mladenoff et al., 1996; Mladenoff and He, 1999). LANDIS simulates large-scale landscape processes as well as fine-scale, species-level vegetation dynamics. The design of LANDIS is based on the OOD approach, differing from other forest landscape models. In this paper, we will discuss how OOD approach is integrated into LANDIS model design. Specifically, we present the methodology of how species-level vegetation information, such as a list of species present and their age class, in a spatially explicit context. We further discuss the data structure of AGELIST and show that different data structures can significantly affect model performance and model application scopes. To demonstrate the model capability of tracking these species and age-cohort dynamics explicitly and over long time spans, we analyze the results derived for a real landscape in northern Wisconsin.

It is impossible to present all components of LANDIS in this paper. Further information on specific elements of LANDIS, such as the overall ecological dynamics and model behavior (Mladenoff et al., 1996; Mladenoff and He, 1999), fire object (He and Mladenoff, 1999), seed dispersal (He and Mladenoff, 1998) and model parameterization (He et al., 1996; He et al. 1998a,b), can be found elsewhere.

2. Overall LANDIS design: an OOD perspective

2.1. Specification of model purpose and scope

The ecological design of LANDIS is similar to LANDSIM (Roberts, 1996) in successional dynamics, seed dispersal and fire disturbance, but its design is object-oriented and it is a raster-based model, optimized for greater spatial complexity. Specification involves the statement of purpose and model capability in terms of input and output. The following requirements were identified when building LANDIS:

- use satellite imagery as input, which should be in a format compatible with most GIS software.
- operate on large heterogeneous landscapes at various spatial resolutions (10–500 m).
- simulate forest succession dynamics at 10-year time-steps and over long time periods.
- simulate forest landscape change at the individual species level.
- simulate wind, fire and harvest disturbances.
- simulate the interaction between succession and disturbances simultaneously.
- simulate seed dispersal in a spatially explicit manner.

From the model’s perspective, a landscape is a grid of equal-sized cells or sites, each having unique coordinates. Thus, site \((i, j)\) is the place on the ground at column \(i\) and row \(j\) in the grid (Fig. 1). The cell size can be varied to accommodate studies at different scales. At each site, one or multiple species is present, similar to observations in the field. Furthermore, existing species may be single or multiple age-cohorts, which are divided into 10-year intervals from age 10 to the average longevity of that species (Fig. 1). The species list at one site may differ from those at adjacent sites and even if the species list is identical, the age-classes, may differ. The initial distribution of the dominant species can be derived from a classified satellite image (e.g. Wolter et al., 1995), or from existing vegetation maps. The associated species and species age-class data can be derived from available GIS and forest survey data (e.g. He et al., 1998b). However, use of the model does not have to be strictly subject to the availability of these detailed data sets, since assumptions of species distribution and age can be always made for a particular area based on the modeling purposes. For example, randomly distributed, even aged stands are assumed in examining forest succession dynamics in the Missouri Ozarks (Franklin et al., 1997; Shifley et al., 1997).

Satellite imagery, usually with fine spatial resolution such as 30 × 30 m for Landsat TM, can be re-sampled to a different resolution reflecting the scale required for a particular research object. It is worth noting that since only the presence or absence of species age cohorts are tracked, not individual trees, varying the cell size has less effect on the way that species information is recorded than when tracking individuals (Mladenoff and He, 1999).
The environmental condition of each site is defined by ecoregions or landtypes stratifying the landscape (Fig. 1). Landtype classes are typically processed from other GIS layers such as climate zones, soil maps, or digital elevation models (DEM), using standard GIS operations (He et al., 1996). This data layer can also be derived with a quantitative ecosystem classification that combines several environmental factors (e.g. Host et al., 1996). Landtype coverage is scalable since proper GIS data layers can be processed according to the research scale. Often however, a research scale is confined by the availability of input data. The flexibility of using input data at various scales in LANDIS allows model application to a wide range of conditions. Assumptions are applied to the landtype layer in the model design. Within a landtype unit, homogeneous fire characteristics, fuel accumulation rate and individual species response are assumed (Fig. 1). These assumptions are largely validated by numerous studies and expert experiences. For example, fires are more frequent and have shorter mean return interval on xeric landtypes than mesic landtypes (e.g. Kauffman et al., 1988); fuel decomposition rate is lower on a xeric landtype than that on mesic landtypes (Brown et al., 1982); and species establishment ability may vary among landtypes.

**Fig. 1.** Specifications in LANDIS model design. A landscape can be conceptualized as a grid of equal-sized individual cells or sites, e.g. site \((i,j)\) and is stratified into environmentally homogeneous units as landtypes or ecoregions. Each site \((i,j)\) on a certain landtype, records a unique species list and age cohorts of species. These species data change with establishment, succession and seed dispersal and interact with disturbances. The initial species and age cohort information can be derived from a species-level satellite classification or other existing vegetation map.
In other words, certain landtypes favor certain species over others. Therefore when a seed travels from site \((m, n)\) to site \((x, y)\), it may or may not establish there depending on its establishment ability on the landtype where site \((x, y)\) is located.

Succession at each site is a competitive process driven by species life history attributes. In contrast to most gap models which track each individual tree, succession (if included) is simplified in landscape models (e.g. Mladenoff et al., 1996; Roberts, 1996). Species competitive ability is mainly the combination of shade tolerance, longevity, vegetative reproduction capability, seeding capability and landtype suitability (Fig. 1). Seed dispersal is directly related to species effective and maximum seeding distances and it is also strongly affected by the existing seed source, which in turn can be highly altered by human and natural disturbances (He and Mladenoff, 1998). Spatially explicit seed dispersal needs to be designed to reflect this reality (Mladenoff et al., 1996).

Simulation of disturbance is combined with simulating succession. Any simulated disturbance is a result of spatially explicit interaction of environmental variables, vegetation information and the nature of disturbance itself. Fire and windthrow disturbances may occur at various locations on the landscape, with each event varying in time and form of occurrence. Neither the time when a disturbance occurs nor the pattern and shape of the disturbance is deterministic. They appear to be stochastic for a single site. Over a heterogeneous landscape however, they are not purely stochastic events since some landtypes and sites may be more prone to disturbance than others.

Fire is a bottom-up disturbance, since fires of increasing severity affect younger age-classes first. Fire severity is determined by fuel availability, which is based on time since the last fire and landtype characteristics that influence fuel production and decomposition (He and Mladenoff, 1999). Windthrow is a top-down disturbance and the probability increases with tree age and size. The time since a windthrow event can also influence the potential fire severity class, depending on decomposition dynamics of the particular landtype. Interactions between these two disturbances can be interesting and complex. Generally, windthrow becomes more important on landtypes with long-lived species and where fire frequency is low. Mean disturbance return intervals and mean disturbance sizes can be derived from information in the literature on the region of interest (e.g. Heinselman, 1973, 1981; Canham and Loucks, 1984; Freligh and Lorimer, 1991).

2.2. Modularity and abstraction

The essence of OOD is modularity, to where a complex problem is broken into multiple small and simple modules. In our case, the modules are the various ecological processes identified during model specification. Ecological processes differ in terms of the spatial and temporal scales at which they operate. For example, species life history attributes are static, independent of both spatial and temporal scales. Landtype, which may vary with spatial scales, is independent of temporal scale. Processes such as succession are constantly occurring on every site as long as a species exists. Seeding or seed dispersal also occurs constantly but operates at spatial extents larger than a single site. Other ecological processes such as fire, wind and harvest occur at landscape scales with strong temporal variations. Therefore in abstraction, ecological processes can be described as modules or objects from the spatially and temporally constant to the spatially and temporally explicit (Fig. 2). For spatially explicit landscape modeling, it is also necessary to identify the geographic objects where ecological processes occur. SITES and SITE occur as geographical objects on the landscape where various processes interact. SITES divide the entire landscape into rows and columns comprising singular SITEs (Fig. 1). SITES and SITE link spatially and/or temporally constant modules with spatially and/or temporally explicit modules (Fig. 2). Each SITE contains unique information regarding SPECIES and their AGELISTS, which change via SUCCES- SION through time. Information on LANDTYPE, a spatially explicit and temporally constant object, can be referenced from each
Fig. 2. LANDIS Modules. The modules correspond to the real world objects from spatially and temporally constant to spatially and temporally explicit.

SITE, SEEDING, WIND, FIRE and HARVEST, all spatially and temporally explicit processes, require spatial extents larger than a single SITE and operate on SITES. Interactions among FIRE, WIND and HARVEST exist since windthrows can potentially increase fire severity by adding fuels load due to blown-down trees and harvesting also affects fire probability and severity by changing the fuel regimes (Fig. 2).

Modularity and abstraction are often closely tied with model assumptions made during the design stage based on the purpose of the model. For example, wind, fire, or other disturbances can be integrated into one module, DISTURBANCE, or separated into individual modules. New spatially and temporally explicit modules such as forest DISEASE or INSECT defoliation can be added to the model. LANDTYPE can be further stratified into LANDFORM and SOIL. In all cases, assumptions built into the model define the scope of model application to disturbance. With OOD approaches these updates have little impact on the overall model structure.

2.3. Encapsulation

If modularity and abstraction involve high-level model decisions related to multiple objects, encapsulations involves low-level decisions that are object-specific, linking the high level model design (modularity and abstraction) to low level implementing. Encapsulation emphasizes the design of each object, including its internal (private member functions) and external (public member function) interfaces and data structure (data member).

2.3.1. Interface

An internal interface contains the internal functions or operations that can be only initiated within an object (e.g. Fig. 4). The idea of an internal interface originated with the information hiding approach (Pohl, 1993). The basic approach is that certain operations on the internal data structure should only be accessed from the object when inheritance and polymorphism are involved in the model design (Carrano, 1995). The technique is widely used in commercial software since accessibility involves highly sensitive security is-
sues (Booch, 1994). Internal functions can be omitted while external interfaces communicate with other objects and operate on the internal data members. It is generally true for ecological modeling that little effort is made on information hiding (e.g. Sequeira et al., 1997). For LANDIS objects, several internal operations are implemented, including the ability to 'read', 'write', 'copy' and 'dump' the internal data structure (e.g. Fig. 4). These are designed for input, output and debugging purposes. These operations are standard for all LANDIS objects.

The external interface of an object includes a set of public operations defined for the object (e.g. Fig. 4). It defines how a given object communicates with other objects. In most cases model updates involve re-defining, refining, replacing, or adding new functions to the external interface of certain objects. Under an OOD approach, changing an interface does not necessarily affect other object components. For example, changes made to the external interface of an object may have no impact on the internal interface and the data structure of that object. This makes the model updates and software reuse easier than those designed with the traditional approaches.

2.3.2. Data structure

The selection of data structures for the internal implementation of an object is an important process in model design. Data structures for different objects can vary significantly, such as those for fire (He and Mladenoff, 1999) and for species age cohorts, each designed to effectively accommodate the corresponding functions. The data structure implemented can substantially affect the performance in terms of running time of an application or simulation size limit. The rationale for employing a particular data structure is often not fully explained in descriptions of models that simulate biological systems (e.g. Chen and Reynolds, 1997; Sequeira et al., 1997). Since increasing model updates involve the replacement of old data structures, a comparison of various alternatives becomes important.

3. Example of object design: forest species objects

In the following sections, we further discuss the design of forest species objects, AGELIST, SPECIE and SPECIES, particularly their data structures, linkages and functions.

3.1. Age class (AGELIST object)

AGELIST is an object designed to store species age class information. It is generic and once designed, it can be populated with any forest species. AGELISTS are objects processing the greatest computer memory requirements in LANDIS model. Factors to consider when choosing a data structure include the efficiency (of common operations on the data), the memory overhead and implementation complexity. To illustrate these, we use an example to compare several typical data structures that can be employed in AGELIST. Assuming that we are simulating a landscape with only ten species, species and their age cohort data for a particular SITE are listed in Table 1.

3.1.1. Array based data structure

Arrays are the most popular data structures. A single species can be represented as an array with size corresponding to the longevity of the species. To record all the possible age cohorts of the above species, ten arrays with various sizes are needed: Balsam-fir [15], Aspen [9], Sugar-maple [30], Yellow-birch [20], Paper-birch [12], White-pine [40], Red-pine [25], Red-oak [25], Whitecedar [25] and hemlock [45]. Arrays are designed for efficient access. Some common succession operations such as insertion (insert an age cohort, e.g. germination or new seed establishment) and deletion (remove an age cohort, e.g. species death) are very efficient. Retrieval (e.g. locate certain age cohort) is very efficient too. These operations are used by SUCCESION and HARVEST for removal of certain species which have reached their longevity, or for planting certain species at age 10. However, existence querying (e.g. search age cohort to determine if a species exists) is inefficient with arrays. In the worst case, every data member has to be visited before the program knows that
Table 1
Typical array representation of species age cohorts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Age-cohorts (years)</th>
<th>Longevity (years)</th>
<th>Arrays</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Balsam fir</td>
<td>10, 80</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>Balsam-fir [1-15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quaking aspen</td>
<td>not present</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>Aspen [1-9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugar maple</td>
<td>40, 90, 190, 270, 290</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>Sugar-maple [1-30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow birch</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>Yellow-birch [1-30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper birch</td>
<td>not present</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>Paper-birch [1-12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White pine</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>White-pine [1-40]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red pine</td>
<td>not present</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>Red-pine [1-25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red oak</td>
<td>not present</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>Red-oak [1-25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White cedar</td>
<td>not present</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>White-cedar [1-25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemlock</td>
<td>10, 20, 100, 150, 200</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>Hemlock [1-45]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aspen is not present at the above sample SITE. This may suggest a significant drawback in speed, since existence querying is one of the most common and time-consuming operations in AGELIST.

If age presence or absence is represented as an integer (each array element holding one integer), there is a total of 256 integers needed for the SITE, the sum of all array elements. On a 32-bit computer, with each integer taking 4 bytes of memory, this equals 1024 bytes (Table 1). Since the same set of arrays is needed for every single SITE, assuming the simulated landscape contains 300 (rows) x 300 (columns) SITEs, the total amount of memory used for species information is 300 x 300 x 1024 bytes, or about 90 MB. For a simulation of the same landscape containing 30 species assuming the longevity of average species is 150 years, the minimum memory required for species information alone is about 154 MB. Even if we replace the integer representation with characters (one character requires 2 bytes), reducing the memory requirement to about 77 MB, an array-based implementation is impractical as demonstrated. If employed it can significantly limit model application to small areas.

3.1.2. Bit-wise based data structure

In bit-wise representation, the species age list is represented as an array of binary data with each element containing 0 or 1: 0, denotes the species age cohort absent; and 1, denotes present. Thus for the example SITE, species age cohort information is contained in an array, say, BitArray [10] (Table 2).

Since each digit represents a bit, on a 32-bit machine, 64 digits can represent species longevity up to 640 years, which satisfies all common tree species found in the Eastern US (Burns and Hanks, 1990). For the example SITE, the bit-wise representation of an array of 10 takes only 40 bytes to represent all age cohorts in the SITE (Table 2). For a landscape containing 300 x 300 SITEs, total memory required for storing species age information is less than 4 MB. If simulating

Table 2
Bit-wise array representation of species age-cohorts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Age-cohorts</th>
<th>Array</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Balsam fir</td>
<td>01000000001000000000</td>
<td>Bit-array [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspen</td>
<td>0000000000</td>
<td>Bit-array [2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugar maple</td>
<td>00001000001000000000</td>
<td>Bit-array [3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow birch</td>
<td>0000000000</td>
<td>Bit-array [4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper birch</td>
<td>0000000000</td>
<td>Bit-array [5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White pine</td>
<td>0000000000</td>
<td>Bit-array [6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red pine</td>
<td>0000000000</td>
<td>Bit-array [7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red oak</td>
<td>0000000000</td>
<td>Bit-array [8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White cedar</td>
<td>0000000000</td>
<td>Bit-array [9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemlock</td>
<td>01100000001000000000</td>
<td>Bit-array [10]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the same landscape with 30 species, total memory requirement for storing species age cohorts is less than 11 MB. Because the bit-wise array is so space efficient, it allows the model to be applied to large landscapes. Operations such as insertion at the youngest end and deletion at the oldest end of age cohorts are very efficient in bit-wise operations, involving bit shifting. Inserting a particular age cohort (such as planting), or deleting a certain age cohort in the middle (due to cutting or disturbance) is no less efficient than insertion or deletion at the ends. Similar to the array based data structure, query operation is inefficient. For the worst case, every bit has to be visited to decide that aspen does not exist on this SITE.

A significant deficiency that exists for both the array and the bit-wise data structure exists with the fixed 10-year age cohort representation (although it was a specification of design). It is impossible to apply this data structure to simulations of a time step other than 10 years. Holding of empty spaces (e.g. when species or age cohorts are not present) is another inefficiency. It not only wastes memory, but more importantly, can significantly increase the run time by lengthening the time of existence queries.

3.1.3. Sorted linked list

A linked list is an abstract data type with each data element (node) referring to the next element with a pointer. A sorted linked list manages the data in a sequential order (e.g. sorted by value or name). One of the advantages of a linked list is its reliance upon dynamic allocation of computer memory. Only species and age cohorts present are stored. The species and their age cohort information from the example SITE can be represented with multiple sorted linked lists (Fig. 3a).

Among these lists, the vertical list constitutes a species name list, while horizontal lists comprise the corresponding age cohorts of the species (Fig. 3a). For this particular SITE, if ages are presented as integers, it takes 128 bytes (each pointer takes 4 bytes). For a landscape containing 300 x 300
A significant advantage of using a linked list data structure is that the datum of each node can be any integer. In other words, the model can be potentially applied to various model time-steps such as 1 or 3 years. Also, each node can theoretically have another attribute to keep track either individual tree species or forest density (Fig. 3b), providing greater potential of model application. Disadvantages to using a sorted linked list or other advanced abstract data types such as various tree data structures (Carrano, 1995) include that they are more difficult to code than the other two. Implementation can be much longer than the other two and the resulting programs can be difficult to debug.

3.1.4. Interface of AGELIST

All external operations defined for AGELIST are species related (Fig. 4). 'Set youngest true' simulates birth of a species, when a new age cohort is set present at 10 years old. 'Set last null' simulates death, when the last age cohort of a species is set to null. 'Shift right' simulates growth, when all age cohorts increase 10 years by moving rightward in the bit-level data structure. 'Set one null' simulates removal of a certain species age cohort. 'Set one true' sets a given age cohort (not necessarily the first), a method used for initialization of age information. 'Clear' simulates the removal of an entire age cohort of a species. 'Query age cohort' allows other objects to query for certain age classes, a method frequently requested by SUCCESSION, DISPERSAL, FIRE, WIND and HARVEST.

3.2. Single species (SPECIE object)

SPECIE is an object designed for a single forest species. Each SPECIE has its own AGELIST and species-specific functions.

3.2.1. Data structure of SPECIE

SPECIE inherits data members and interfaces from AGELIST. Inheritance, an important feature of OOD, is the mechanism by which some objects are specified as the decedents of others (Booch, 1994; Carrano, 1995). In this case, SPECIE, a single species object, has whatever data
structure AGELIST implements, whether it is an array of integers, a bit-wise array, or horizontal sorted linked list.

3.2.2. Interface of SPECIE

Operations defined for SPECIE includes the 'name', 'attribute', 'birth', 'death', 'growth', 'remove', 'clear' and 'query' (Fig. 5). 'Name' and 'attribute' are used to reference species name and attributes. 'Birth', 'death', 'growth', 'remove' and 'clear' mirror those in AGELIST. 'Birth' simulates a new species seeding in from another site, or on-site species regeneration. The latter usually applies to high shade tolerance species. For some species 'birth' simulates vegetative reproduction. 'Death' typically simulates species reaching their maximum longevity. It applies only to the particular age cohort that reaches species longevity. 'Growth' simulates species age-class increment during each model iteration. 'Remove' simulates the removal of one or more age cohorts of a species from the site due to various causes. Disturbances, harvest and background mortality can all result in removal of certain species age cohorts.

For example, wind disturbance tends to remove older age cohorts, while fire disturbance tends to remove younger age cohorts. 'Remove' differs from 'death' in that it can remove any age cohort of the species. 'Clear' simulates the removal of the species (entire age cohorts) on the site, which usually accompanies severe fire disturbances or clear-cut harvest. For example, when SPECIE interacts with a fire object with severity class of four, all age cohorts are cleared if the species' fire tolerance class is of one (He and Mladenoff, 1999).

3.3. Species list (SPECIES)

SPECIES is a list of one or more species present on a given site. It is implemented with some generic operations for a list.

3.3.1. Data structure of SPECIES

SPECIES is an object that maintains a list of species present on each SITE. Since it does not deal with the features of any particular species, data members of AGELIST are not available to a SPECIES object. However, since a species list such as the vertical list in the sorted linked list already exists for any given SITE, there is no need to define new data structures or allocate separate memory locations to duplicate the same information. Rather, a pointer to AGELIST is a data member of SPECIES. This allows a SPECIES object to reference an individual SPECIE object. Other data members of SPECIES include integers tracking the current species (ID) and the total number of species on the SITE and a pointer to reference species attributes.

3.3.2. Interface of SPECIES

For the most part, the external interface of SPECIES includes utility functions to manage the species list (Fig. 6). 'First' sets an internal iterator to point at the first species in the list. 'Current' returns a reference to the species currently pointed to by the internal iterator. 'Next' moves the internal iterator to the next species in the list. 'Attributes' returns a reference to the attribute object of a given species. 'Number' returns the total number of species on the SITE. SPECIES is in-
SPECIES dominated by pine (Pinus Strobus, P. resinosa), eastern hemlock (Tsuga canadensis) and sugar maple (Acer saccharum). Yellow birch (Betula alleghaniensis), paper birch (B. papyrifera), spruce (Picea glauca) and balsam-fir (Abies balsamea) were also common. Today the region is largely covered by second and third growth forests following extensive logging and fire in the late 19th and early 20th centuries (Pastor and Mladenoff, 1992; Mladenoff and Pastor, 1993).

4. Model application

To demonstrate the capability of tracking age cohorts of individual species by the forest species objects, we chose a real landscape in northern Wisconsin, where simulations have been conducted to examine fire disturbance and successional dynamics at forest type level (He et al., 1999). In this paper, we further analyze dynamics of forest species at age-classes level, illustrating the previous description of forest species objects.

4.1. Study area

The study landscape, comprising nearly 500,000 ha, is located in northwestern Wisconsin (46°91' to 47°92'). It is in a transitional zone between the boreal forest of Canada and the central deciduous forests to the south (Curtis, 1959). The area has been glaciated and there is little topographic relief. In the 19th century the region was largely

Fig. 6. LANDIS object—SPECIES, containing information of species list on a given site.

erited by SITE. The request of query for the oldest or the youngest species on the SITE is a common operation.
classification. The landscape was processed into 121,362 SITEs (358 x 339 cells) with a 200 x 200 m cell size.

4.3. Results and analysis

We examined four tree species hemlock, sugar maple, white pine and quaking aspen, to analyze their age-class dynamics in a spatially explicit manner. The four species differ significantly in successional stage and current spatial distribution. Hemlock and sugar maple, with 450 and 400 years longevity, respectively, are shade tolerant, late successional species. They allow us to examine the multiple age-classes that may occur within stands. White pine is also long-lived (400 years longevity), but medium in shade tolerance. Quaking aspen is an early successional species with 90 years longevity. Maps of age cohorts at 10-year intervals were generated for each species. When multiple age cohorts occurred at a SITE, the oldest was plotted at that site. The frequencies of each age-class were then tallied across the landscape from these maps. The number of SITEs at which a given age cohort occurred was represented as the percentages of the landscape, e.g. (number of SITEs where age cohort \( n \) occurred)/(total number of SITEs) \( \times \) 100\%. This was done for all the four species at each time step from year 0 to year 200. To summarize age-class dynamics, the age-class tally was then divided into five classes using natural breaks that identified breakpoints between classes so that each class has minimum variance (ESRI, 1996, Fig. 7a–d).

Hemlock, in general, is not abundant due to the historical logging of the past 100 years (Mladenoff and Stearns, 1993). At year 0, the largest group of hemlock is 60 years old, occupying only 0.9–1.3% of the landscape (Fig. 7a). The oldest age-class is 80 years old, covering 0.3–0.9% of the landscape. Hemlock regeneration, represented as \( \leq 10 \) years old seedlings, occurs on 0.3–0.9% of the landscape (Fig. 7a). At year 10, all the previous age-classes of hemlock are increased by 10 years. The continuing increments create diagonal patterns depicting the percentage of species occurring on the landscape in relation to the simulation years and species age-classes. Hemlock regeneration increased at year 10 with mature 60, 70 and 80 year hemlock present (0.9–1.3% of the landscape). Due to its competitive ability and low initial population, the increase of hemlock seedlings continues for about 100 years. However, after year 100, hemlock seedlings begin to decline. The decrease of hemlock seedlings before year 200 is due to the fire simulated for that period (He and Mladenoff, 1999), since young trees are more susceptible to fires than the old trees. At year 200, hemlock has substantially increased compared to its starting level. In general, the increasing trend will continue as indicated by the abundant seed sources of age-classes from 80 to 180.

Sugar maple is the dominant species in the study area. At year 0, both regeneration of 10 years old age-class and other age-classes are abundant, with 2.2–4.2% of the landscape containing sugar maple seedlings and 50, 60, 70 and 150 years old sugar maple occurring on 4.2–8.7% of the landscape (Fig. 7b). The older maple at various age-classes provide the potential seed sources. However, since sugar maple is the most fire intolerant species, its youngest seedlings are most susceptible to fire. The simulation results indicate that maple seedlings, largely at 0.4–1.2% of the landscape, did not re-attain their initial highs of years 0–20. The age-classes of sugar maple are uniformly distributed (Fig. 7b). This presents great potential for seedling increase when firebreaks occur. At year 200, no significant increase of sugar maple is simulated (Fig. 7b).

White pine, another native dominant species, has very low abundance due to historical cutting (Fig. 7c), with the largest age class covering only 0.4–0.5% of the landscape. It is interesting to note that there is a 110 year age-class of white pine, then seedlings, occurring at 0.2–0.4% of the landscape (Fig. 7c). Combined with other age-classes existing at year 0, white pine regeneration is strong at year 0. White pine is not negatively affected by fire as are hemlock and sugar maple, but is less shade tolerant. Its seedlings need open space to establish. A repeated seedling pattern is simulated reflecting the periodicity of fire disturbance. Increases in white pine seedlings from year 160–200 where fires are frequent were observed (Fig. 7c). At year 200, white pine is significantly increased compared to year 0.
Quaking aspen is abundant at year 0 as a result of historical cutting and fires that favored its regeneration. While simulating the realism of the historical fire regime, the percentage of aspen seedlings on the landscape shows a similar pattern as found for white pine (Fig. 7d). Aspen generally decreases with the year of simulation but responds positively when fires are frequent (years 160–200).

All aspen age cohorts are within the 90 years range of its longevity (Fig. 7d).

Species age-class information can be examined in a spatially explicit manner. To show this, we took a snapshot of hemlock and sugar maple at year 0, 100 and 200 (Fig. 8a–f). At year 0, most hemlock is rare and young (< 60 years). A few scattered pixels of hemlock old growth (about 120
years) which are not apparent in Fig. 7a are visible in Fig. 8a. At year 100, older hemlock age-classes (> 120 years) emerge while the majority remains young (< 60 years). Although some hemlock has been removed by fire disturbance, its abundance is significantly increased at this point (Fig. 8c). At year 200, hemlock patches are more consolidated and their age-classes more all-aged (Fig. 8e), as previously summarized (Fig. 7a). Sugar maple at year 0 is dominant on the landscape with age classes mostly < 60 years. Sugar maple old growth (age classes 120 and 150 years, Fig. 7b) is visible on some parts of the landscape (Fig. 8b). At year 100, sugar maple age-classes have diversified, with the majority reaching 150–180 years old (Fig. 8d). The pattern of fire patches is reflected in the distribution of sugar maple age classes across the landscape because sugar maple is the most fire intolerant species (Fig. 8d). At year 200, sugar maple remains dominant through-
Fig. 8. Age-class distribution for hemlock (a, c, e) and sugar maple (b, d, f) for years 0, 100 and 200, respectively.
out (Fig. 7b) and the spaces opened by fires are gradually re-colonized with younger maples (< 90 years, Fig. 8f). As shown here, we are able to capture spatially explicit dynamics at the species age-class level with forest species object design in LANDIS.

5. Conclusion

The OOD approach is used in LANDIS to integrate various ecological processes for simulating forest landscape change at the species level over large spatial and time domains. The independence of LANDIS objects allows us to examine the consequence of landscape change under different sets of simulation conditions. For instance, the simulation described in this paper has fire as the only active disturbance. Simulations involving no disturbance, both wind and fire disturbances, or forest cutting can also be carried out (Mladenoff et al., 1996; He and Mladenoff, 1999; Gustafson et al., submitted). The ability to track each species as a 10-year age cohort from seedling to death for all sites can reveal new and important ecological information. The spatially explicit results are essential to issues such as species regeneration, harvest, planning and forest management decision-making. The capability of spatially explicit simulation of forest species in combination with various disturbances makes LANDIS, using the OOD approach, a useful tool for investigating issues such as forest landscape response to potential climate warming, landscape succession under different disturbance regimes and the impact on species composition of different harvesting regimes.

Programming methodology, either OOD or a traditional approach, does not change the essence of modeling. Modeling defines complex processes and their interactions logically and mathematically to deduce results that otherwise cannot be investigated. As described however, techniques of OOD are beneficial to the design of complicated models such as LANDIS. OOD is complementary to our understanding of ecological processes since often, when analyzing landscape dynamics, what ecological processes are involved, how they interact and how to represent them, are research questions of interest and are also the assumptions that need to be made at modularity, abstraction and encapsulation levels. With OOD approach, these assumptions can be updated as our understanding of landscape processes increase. In general, model updates involve modifying model assumptions by adding/removing new objects, redefining external interfaces of the objects to support new operations and replacing the internal object representations with the ones that better utilize new hardware resources. Since the interface of an object is independent to the data structure employed, varying data structure should not affect the interface and varying interface should not affect the data structure. With OOD, various components of objects are less interdependent than the traditional programs and updates of OOD models can be done more efficiently than that for monolithic models.
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